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Abstract

Wuhan Virus or Chinese Virus or COVID 19,when I am writing this introduction on April 16,2020 has infected 2 Million People and 
200 Thousands of  people have died world over. The COVID 19 as per Central Intelligence Agency’s Director Hon Gina Haspel is a 
manmade,labmade virus by one of its Virological labs in China which it let loses as it presumed that Chinese regime can manage 25 
% -30 % loss of world population which will bring Financial and economic monopoly for China. It now is covering up its fault. While 
World Health Organization feels that Wuhan Virus was not created in any lab but it was infected to a 57 year old lady in Hunan Sea 
Food Market in Wuhan in early days of December 2019. What ever is case but China overlooked the intensity of Highly Contagious 
Virus and acted very late .It does not shut international flights which resulted rapid spread of Virus to 205 countries till now. A Virus 
Cell is like living Human cell consisting RNA,Protein Cover and a Nuclei and when it finds inhabitant in an animal or human body it 
infects they through various routes( In case of COVID 19 through Air,person to person contact,aerosols,Hands,Nostrills and Mouth). 
Human Cells since this virus cell is a foreign object for them and also new can not recognize it to fight and destroy it and by the time 
time they do it goes in to digestive system and lungs through food pipe. This highly contagious Wuhan Virus has low mortality rate in 
comparison to other corona viruses like SARS and MERS up to 5 %. In a country like India where 1.3 Billion people live it has infect-
ed only 15000 people till April 16,2020 with death below 500 which is almost 0.17 %. The number in India increased due to a large 
gathering of a section of Islamist people who had come to India from foreign Location and despite government restrictions gathered 
for preaching and then traveled to other places. Some Turkish research scientist say that less infection rate and lesser deaths in a coun-
try like India is due to this very fact that anti tuberculosis vaccine is given to each infant which is also known as BCG Vaccine widely
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